An infectious retroviral particle contains 1000e1500 molecules of the nucleocapsid protein (NC) that cover the diploid RNA genome. NC is a small zinc finger protein that possesses nucleic acid chaperone activity that enables NC to rearrange DNA and RNA molecules into the most thermodynamically stable structures usually those containing the maximum number of base pairs. Thanks to the chaperone activity, NC plays an essential role in reverse transcription of the retroviral genome by facilitating the strand transfer reactions of this process. In addition, these reactions are involved in recombination events that can generate multiple drug resistance mutations in the presence of anti-HIV-1 drugs. The strand transfer reactions rely on base pairing of folded DNA/RNA structures. The molecular mechanisms responsible for NC-mediated strand transfer reactions are presented and discussed in this review. Antiretroviral strategies targeting the NC-mediated strand transfer events are also discussed.
Introduction
The family Retroviridae is divided into two subfamilies (Orthoretrovirinae and Spumaretrovirinae). This review only deals with retroviruses belonging to the subfamily Orthoretrovirinae. Retroviruses are RNA viruses that infect vertebrates and invertebrates and cause a wide variety of diseases, such as the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), cancers, leukemias and lymphomas. Retrovirus particles contain two copies of the single-stranded RNA genome that are converted into a single double-stranded DNA by reverse transcription in infected cells [1] . Reverse transcription is a complex process requiring at least two virus-encoded proteins, reverse transcriptase (RT) and nucleocapsid protein (NC) [2] . Although all retroviral RTs possess both the required DNA polymerase and RNase H activities, their structures and subunit composition are significantly different [3] . For example, RTs of gammaretroviruses such as murine leukemia virus (MLV) are monomeric enzymes, whereas RTs of lentiviruses such as human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) are heterodimeric enzymes. The combinations of drugs targeting crucial steps of the virus life cycle (entry, reverse transcription, integration and maturation) are widely used in the treatment of HIV-1 infection [4] . However, the development of new drugs from various classes is required because, in rare cases, treatment failures occur, mostly due to the emergence of drug resistance. Since reverse transcription is only blocked by RT inhibitors to date, it would be interesting to have drugs targeting other actors of this essential step. HIV-1 NC is a potential target because it plays an important role in reverse transcription [2] .
General features of retroviral nucleocapsid proteins
In retroviruses, the gag gene encodes the Gag precursor polyprotein which is cleaved by the retroviral protease (PR) to yield the mature proteins, MA, CA and NC. Mature nucleocapsid proteins (NCs) are small proteins (<100 amino acids) that cover the RNA genome in infectious retroviral particles.
Thus, Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) and HIV-1 particles contain about 1000e1500 NC molecules [5e7], i.e. one NC molecule for 12e18 nucleotides.
Sequences and structures of NCs
NC of retroviruses contains one or two highly conserved zinc-finger domains formed by the CX 2 CX 4 HX 4 C sequence (referred to as the CCHC motif) [8] (Fig. 1) .
With the exception of HTLV-1 NC (pI~7) [9] , NCs containing one or two CCHC motifs are basic proteins. The threedimensional (3D) structures of NCs of six different retroviruses have been investigated by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR). The 3D structures of MPMV and SIV NCs have been determined using truncated proteins [10, 11] , whereas the full-length proteins were used for HIV-1 [12e15], HIV-2 [16] , MLV [17] and MMTV [18] . These structural studies confirmed the folding of the CCHC motif into the zinc finger structure. In contrast, they showed that the N-and Cterminal regions and the linker between the two zinc fingers are flexible and poorly structured. The two zinc fingers behave as independently folded domains on a flexible polypeptide chain [14, 15] . However, a transient interaction between the two zinc fingers of HIV-1 NC has been deduced from NMR data [13] .
Nucleic acid binding properties of NCs
NCs bind to both DNA and RNA with a preference for single-stranded molecules and their binding constant depends on the nature, sequence, and folding of nucleic acids, and can thus vary by several orders of magnitude (see Refs. [8,19e22] and references therein). It should be emphasized that HIV-1 NC at high concentrations binds the double-stranded regions of DNA and RNA nonspecifically through electrostatic interactions [23e25] . The binding site of NCs encompasses 5 to 8 nucleotides (see Ref. [21] and references therein). An in vitro selection method called SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXponential enrichment) allowed to identify high-affinity RNA binding sites for extended forms of HIV-1 NC [26, 27] . Interestingly, most of these sites can form stemloop structures exhibiting the GU motif in the apical loop. All NCs, except HTLV-1 NC, bind nucleic acids with a preference for sequences containing unpaired guanine residues [19,28e33] . This could result from the type-specific nucleotide bias in retroviral genomes, e.g. HIV-1 RNA is A-rich and C-poor, whereas HTLV-1 RNA is C-rich and G-poor [34] .
Nucleic acid chaperone activity of NCs
NCs possess nucleic acid chaperone activity that facilitates the rearrangement of DNA and RNA into the most thermodynamically stable structures usually those containing the maximum number of base pairs [22, 35] . This activity relies on three properties [2] : 1) nucleic acid aggregation activity, which is mainly due to the basic residues; 2) moderate duplex destabilization activity by the zinc fingers; 3) rapid on-off binding kinetics. Thanks to these properties, NCs are able to promote base pairing of complementary DNA/RNA sequences that form secondary structures such as hairpins. However, the length of base paired nucleic acid helices limits the NCmediated hybridization process. Indeed, NCs can destabilize only short base paired regions (typically less than twelve consecutive base pairs) flanked by duplex ends, loops, bulges or mismatches [21, 24, 36, 37] . This suggests a co-evolution between the secondary structures of retroviral genomes and the NC destabilizing activity [36] . However, there is no report showing that retroviral RNAs are more or less structured than cellular mRNAs.
Three different forms (NCp15, NCp9 and NCp7) of the HIV-1 NC domain appear sequentially during the cleavage of the Gag precursor polyprotein. Although NCp15 and NCp9 are not supposed to be present during the reverse transcription process, their chaperone properties have been investigated to get a better understanding of the nucleic acid chaperone activity of NCp7 [38e40]. The chaperone activity of NCp7 and NCp9 is high, whereas that of NCp15 is weak [39, 40] . Singlemolecule stretching experiments showed that the residence time of the protein on DNA decreases from NCp15 to NCp7, suggesting that the high chaperone activity of NCp7 is related to its 'fast' binding and unbinding properties [38] . Dynamic light scattering studies showed that NCp15 induces much smaller nucleic acid aggregates relative to those induced by NCp9 and NCp7 [39] . This is probably due to the numerous glutamic acid residues contained in the p6 domain of NCp15 [39] . Recent studies suggest that the p1 and p1-p6 domains in NCp9 and NCp15, respectively, modulate the nucleic acid binding properties of the NC domain [39, 41] . NCp15 and NCp9 are not as efficient as NCp7 in the reverse transcription process [40] . Thanks to their chaperone activity, NCs play essential roles in reverse transcription.
NC is an essential actor of reverse transcription
NC is present mainly in its mature form during reverse transcription. As a domain of the Gag precursor polyprotein, NC is also a key element in the assembly step of retroviral particle [42e45]. Thus, it can be difficult to identify by sitedirected mutagenesis the roles performed by NC in its mature and precursor forms during the retroviral life cycle. In vitro models have therefore been developed to determine the mechanisms of action of mature NC in reverse transcription ( [35] and references therein). Reverse transcription is a multistep process allowing conversion of the single-stranded retroviral RNA into a double-stranded DNA (Fig. 2) [46] . This process requires at least three steps of base pairing interactions: 1) tRNA primer placement; 2) first strand transfer; 3) second strand transfer. Numerous in vitro studies are consistent with an important role of mature NC in these three essential steps (see Refs. [2, 22, 35] and references therein).
During the tRNA primer placement involving two folded RNA structures, the 3 0 -terminal 18 nucleotides of the tRNA primer are base-paired to the primer binding site (PBS). Interestingly, additional base pairing interactions between the tRNA primer and the retroviral genome have been reported by different groups ( [47] and references therein). Because destabilization of both the tRNA and the PBS region is required for duplex formation, the optimal temperature is about 70 C in the absence of NC [48, 49] . In contrast, NC enhances duplex formation by several orders of magnitude at 37 C, suggesting the in vivo role of this retroviral protein in the tRNA placement [50e52]. Interestingly, in virio analysis of tRNA Lys3 placement supports the notion that mature NC is responsible for complete annealing of tRNA Lys3 to HIV-1 genomic RNA [53] .
As shown in Fig. 2 (steps C and G), there are two obligatory strand transfers that occur at defined positions during reverse transcription. In addition, internal strand transfer events occur from any position in the retroviral genome to the same position in the second genomic RNA copy during minusstrand DNA synthesis, thus accounting for the high rate of retroviral recombination (see Ref. [54] and references therein). Because it is difficult to determine by ex vivo cell assays the molecular mechanisms of strand transfer reactions, in vitro systems have been developed. It is likely that the in vitro systems partially mimic the in vivo context of the reverse transcription process. However, many studies using in vitro models of HIV-1 reverse transcription suggest that NC could enhance the two obligatory transfers and the internal transfers in the in vivo context.
NC increases the rate of the first strand transfer
The first strand transfer has been extensively studied. This process can occur in an intra-or intermolecular manner because a retroviral particle contains two copies of its genomic RNA [55, 56] . This transfer requires base pairing of the repeat (R) region at the 3 0 -end of the retroviral RNA with the complementary r region at the 3 0 -end of minus-strand strong-stop DNA ((À) ssDNA) (Fig. 2, step C) . The R regions of various retroviruses display different lengths, ranging from 16 (mouse mammary tumor virus) to 247 (human T-cell leukemia virus type 2) nucleotides [57] . Long R regions do not lead to increased efficiency of reverse transcription. A long R region contains elements that play other roles in the retroviral replication cycle (e.g. the TAR hairpin for the activation of transcription in HIV-1). During (À) ssDNA synthesis, the R-U5 region of the RNA template needs to be degraded by the RNase H activity of RT in order to allow subsequent (À) ssDNA transfer ( Fig. 2 , step B). Partial (À) ssDNAs can be transferred prior to complete reverse transcription of the R region [57e59]. However, the great majority of first strand transfers occur after the synthesis of the full-length (À) ssDNA [60, 61] .
In vitro reverse transcription assays using RT, a donor RNA template corresponding to the 5 0 -end of the retroviral genome and an acceptor RNA template corresponding to the 3 0 -end of the retroviral genome, have been developed to investigate the molecular mechanisms involved in the first strand transfer [62e68]. Using this type of reconstituted system, it has been shown that RNase H degradation of the donor RNA template is required for transfer of (À) ssDNA to the acceptor RNA template [62, 68, 69] . These in vitro results are consistent with results obtained from ex vivo replication studies performed with mutant retroviruses lacking RNase H activity [70, 71] . The first strand transfer can be efficient in the absence of NC when the in vitro assay system relies on short RNA templates containing truncated R regions [62, 67] . This is probably due to the inability of the acceptor template and the DNA copy of the donor template to form extensive secondary structures. Consistent with this notion, an in vitro study confirmed that in the absence of NC, efficient strand transfer occurs with weakly structured templates, but not with highly structured templates [72] . Interestingly, the first strand transfer is strongly enhanced by NC when the in vitro assay system involves relatively long RNA templates containing the entire R region [63e65, 73, 74] . In vitro quantifications with RNAs containing the full-length R region showed that NC increases transfer efficiency by five-to tenfold [65, 75] . In contrast, NC stimulates transfer efficiency by two-to fivefold in the presence of truncated R regions [67, 76] . Most of in vitro studies have been carried out with HIV-1 NC and suggested that it enhances the efficiency of the first strand transfer by different mechanisms as described below. 0 -end of a cellular tRNA (pink line) is annealed to the PBS region of the retroviral RNA (black line). B) Minus-strand DNA (blue line) synthesis is initiated from the tRNA primer to the 5 0 -end of genome; this product is named minus-strand strong-stop DNA ((À) ssDNA); the genomic RNA is degraded by the RNase H activity of RT. C) The (À) ssDNA is transferred to the 3 0 -end of the genomic RNA. D) After the first strand transfer, elongation of minus-strand DNA and RNase H degradation continue; plus-strand DNA (red line) synthesis is initiated from a polypurine tract (PPT) sequence that is resistant to RNase H cleavage. E) Elongation of the two DNA strands until the PBS sequences. F) Retroviral RNA, the tRNA and PPT primers are degraded by the RNase H activity of RT. G) The second strand transfer is mediated by base pairing of the complementary PBS sequences at the 3 0 -ends of minusstrand DNA and plus-strand strong-stop DNA. H) Elongation of minus-and plus-strand DNAs, resulting in a linear double-stranded DNA with a long terminal repeat (U3 R U5) at each end.
Mechanisms of NC-mediated first strand transfer

HIV-1 NC prevents self-priming of (À) ssDNA
Based on reverse transcription assays performed with a donor RNA template in which the U5 region was partially deleted, Guo et al. [65] suggested that HIV-1 NC increases the efficiency of transfer by preventing self-priming of (À) ssDNA. Indeed, after degradation of the donor RNA template by the RNase H domain of RT, (À) ssDNA can dissociate from the template and its 3 0 -end can form the cTAR hairpin, which can self-prime and be extended by RT in the absence of NC (Fig. 3) .
DNA products generated by self-priming of (À) ssDNA are dead-end products for the first strand transfer because their 3 0 -ends are not complementary to the acceptor RNA template. NC significantly reduces self-priming of (À) ssDNA in the absence of an acceptor template when the reverse transcription assay is performed with a donor RNA template containing the entire R-U5-PBS region [77] . This inhibitory effect is likely due to a 5 0 -terminal RNA fragment (14e18 nucleotides) that remains annealed to the 3 0 -end of (À) ssDNA, because it forms a blunt-end duplex that is cleaved poorly by RT-RNase H [78] . In other words, NC favors the formation of this RNA-DNA duplex but not hairpin formation by the 3 0 -end of (À) ssDNA. Consistent with this notion, NC has little or no effect on self-priming of synthetic truncated (À) ssDNAs in the absence of RNA templates [77, 79, 80] . In contrast, NC greatly reduces selfpriming of synthetic truncated (À) ssDNAs in the presence of an acceptor RNA template, presumably because NC facilitates the formation of RNA-DNA duplexes containing more base pairs than the hairpin structures of DNAs [79, 80] . Consistent with the role of NC-dependent inhibition of selfpriming in first strand transfer, self-primed products are not detected in endogenous reverse transcription reactions with HIV-1 particles that are disrupted by a non-ionic detergent [65] . Note that in the presence of this type of mild detergent, approximately 40% of NC remains associated with the viral nucleoprotein complex and the synthesis of (À) ssDNA is preserved [81] .
HIV-1 NC increases RNase H cleavage of the donor RNA template
In vitro studies also suggested that HIV-1 NC increases the efficiency of the first strand transfer by increasing RNase H degradation of the donor RNA template during synthesis of (À) ssDNA [68, 82] . In addition, Wisniewski et al. [78] found that NC greatly increases secondary RNase H cleavage of blunt-ended duplexes. To explain the effect of NC on enhanced donor cleavage, a model has been proposed in which NC interacts with the RNase H domain of RT [83] . Coimmunoprecipitation, far Western blotting and chemical cross-linking assays suggest that NC and RT interact, possibly through a zinc finger-dependent mechanism [84, 85] . However, it has not been demonstrated that this interaction is directly responsible for the RNase H activity stimulation.
Interestingly, Purohit et al. [86] showed that NC stimulation of RNase H activity is mostly due to the nucleic acid chaperone activity of NC, i.e. NC improves annealing of the primer to the donor template and thus generates more DNA-RNA duplexes that are extended by RT and cleaved by the RTRNase H domain. It is therefore likely that NC-mediated enhancement of first strand transfer does not result directly from increasing RNase H activity by an interaction between NC and RT.
More recently, Hergott et al. [87] showed that NC is required for removal of 5 0 -terminal RNA fragments (14e18 nucleotides) in the presence of an acceptor RNA template. In fact, NC's destabilizing activity promotes the displacement of short RNAs by the longer acceptor RNA, which forms a thermodynamically more stable duplex with (À) ssDNA (Fig. 4D ).
HIV-1 NC increases the rate of annealing of the complementary hairpins
The U3R region (551 nucleotides in length) at the 3 0 -end of the HIV-1 RNA genome and the full-length (À) HIV-1 ssDNA (181 nucleotides in length) are the key actors in the annealing process leading to the first strand transfer (Fig. 2) . The U3R region folds into fourteen hairpins in the complete HIV-1 RNA genome extracted from virions [88] . Recently, Chen et al. [37] showed that the full-length (À) HIV-1 ssDNA folds into three hairpins in vitro. Interestingly, the complementary R/r sequences folds into two hairpins named TAR and poly(A) in RNA and cTAR and cpoly(A) in (À) ssDNA [24, 37, 66, 88, 89] . Unfolding of these complementary hairpins is necessary to form the DNA-RNA heteroduplex (97 base pairs). The first annealing study was performed with an RNA molecule (81 nucleotides representing the 3 0 -part of the R region) and a DNA molecule (81 nucleotides) corresponding the 3 0 -part of the (À) ssDNA [90] , i.e. the poly(A) domain was partially deleted in both molecules. Under these conditions, NC accelerates the annealing reaction roughly 3000-fold and the data are consistent with first-order kinetics: while several models are possible, these authors favor a model in which the rateelimiting step is a step of melting of the nucleic acid Fig. 3 . Self-priming of HIV-1 (À) ssDNA. A) Folding of (À) ssDNA into three hairpins [37] ; in the 5 0 to 3 0 direction, the three shades of blue indicate the u5, cpoly(A) and cTAR domains; the r region is composed of cpoly(A) and cTAR domains. B) Elongation of (À) ssDNA in the presence of RT and dNTPs; the green line indicates the extended DNA strand. The figure is not drawn to scale. species by NC followed by a fast nucleation rate. Using larger DNA (131 nucleotides) and RNA (148 nucleotides) molecules containing the full-length R/r sequences, the annealing reaction follows pseudo-first-order kinetics [91] . This latter study is compatible with an annealing model in which the fast nucleation step corresponds to formation of an unstable short heteroduplex between the R/r sequences while the slow step reflects formation of the stable heteroduplex (97 base pairs). In this model, unfolding and rearrangement of each reactant occur during the slow step.
Ex vivo analysis of the HIV-1 R sequence by site-directed mutagenesis suggests that cTAR DNA-TAR RNA annealing is required for efficient strand transfer [61] . This is in agreement with in vitro studies suggesting that the TAR/cTAR hairpins are far more important in the first strand transfer than the poly(A)/cpoly(A) hairpins [66, 92] . Furthermore, mutations in the TAR apical loop decrease the first strand transfer in vitro, suggesting that the annealing process is initiated via a loop-loop complex formed by the apical loops of the TAR and cTAR hairpins [66] . Consistent with these findings, efficient annealing of cTAR DNA to the 3 0 -end of the HIV-1 RNA genome relies on sequence complementarities between TAR and cTAR apical loops [24] . Therefore, oligonucleotides forming the TAR/cTAR hairpins (55 or 59 nucleotides) or the mini-TAR/mini cTAR hairpins (26 or 27 nucleotides) were used in many in vitro studies investigating the annealing mechanism [24,89,93e102] . The TAR RNA hairpin can bind a single NC molecule with high affinity (110 ± 2 nM) [103] . More precisely, NC binds the TAR apical loop specifically without changing the folding of the TAR hairpin, and this requires the NC zinc fingers [24] . This loop displays a highly flexible guanine that probably plays an essential role in NC binding [104] . An early study based on absorbance spectroscopy suggests that NC destabilizes only one base pair per TAR RNA molecule [89] . In contrast, NC destabilizes seven to eight base pairs of the cTAR DNA hairpin under similar conditions [89] . Recently, destabilization of the TAR hairpin by NC at high concentrations has been investigated by combining single-molecule optical tweezers measurements with a quantitative mfold-based model [105] . NC does not destabilize the lower part of the hairpin under these conditions, suggesting that the apical and/or the upper internal loops are the best site for initiation of the annealing reaction. Indeed, this study suggests that NC can destabilize the hairpin by targeting four specific sites corresponding to guanines adjacent to unstable stem regions, such as G.U wobble pairs, bulges and loops ( Fig. 5A ). Among these sites, the guanine located in the apical stem was also identified by NMR as a key site for the initiation of destabilization and the preferential destabilization of the neighboring base pairs has been shown [102] . The apical and internal loops of the cTAR DNA hairpin are weak and strong binding sites for NC, respectively [98] . Taken together, biochemical and biophysical studies are consistent with a dynamic structure of the cTAR DNA hairpin in the absence of NC, involving equilibrium between both the closed conformation and the partially open "Y" conformation (Fig. 5B ) [79, 89, 97, 98, 106] . Furthermore, these studies support the notion that NC destabilizes the lower stem and thus shifts the equilibrium toward the "Y" conformation. As mentioned above, the apical loop and the 5 0 and 3 0 -ends of the cTAR hairpin are accessible for initiation of the NCmediated annealing reaction. Base pairing of the complementary hairpins under high concentrations of NC relies mainly on nucleation through the 3'/5 0 termini, resulting in the formation of a zipper intermediate (Fig. 6A) [94, 96] . In contrast, both the apical loops (Fig. 6B ) and the 3'/5 0 termini are the initiation sites for the base pairing interaction under sub-saturating concentrations of NC (NC:nucleotide ratio equal to or lower than 1:8 [96] ). The first step of the reaction is bimolecular and fast relative to the second step consisting in the formation of the long DNA-RNA duplex (55e57 bp). This latter step is monomolecular and requires a sufficient quantity of NC (NC:nucleotide ratio equal to or greater than 1:14 [102] ).
NMR studies help to understand how NC destabilizes and associates the TAR and cTAR hairpins at the molecular scale. The determination of the three-dimensional structures of NC:nucleic acid complexes using the classical NMR strategies and namely the use of nuclear Overhauser effects, has been achieved for three RNA-protein complexes using the fulllength NC (NC(1e55)) [107e109] and for three DNAprotein complexes using a truncated version of NC (NC(12e53) [110] , NC(12e55) [111] and NC(11e55) [100] ). These complexes, despite some differences, exhibit common features that have been described in detail in several publications [14, 22, 100] . Comparison of the 3D-structures combined with the results of various experiments monitoring the extent of destabilization of the nucleic acid secondary structure allowed to identify the main characteristics associated with stem destabilization. In the structures for which the stem is destabilized, it is possible to observe contacts between hydrophobic amino acids belonging to ZF1 (T/I24, V13) and stem base pairs [14, 111, 112] . These observations are in good agreement with experiments showing that ZF1 is more important than ZF2 in stem destabilization [113e116] .
Another interesting feature emerging from our detailed comparison of the 3D-structures was the fact that, inside a class of nucleic acid (i.e. DNA or RNA), the N-to C-terminal polarity of the peptidic chain is either parallel (DNA) either antiparallel (RNA) to the 5 0 -3 0 direction of the nucleic acid chain [100] . For example, in the DNA:NC complexes, a guanine is always inserted inside the hydrophobic pocket of the ZF2 and makes strong stacking interactions with the W37 aromatic side chain, and subsequently the ZF1 residues (especially the F16 aromatic side chain) contact the nucleotides located at the 5 0 side of the guanine mentioned above. The recognition of the single-stranded nucleic acid chain polarity is reminiscent of that observed for other single-stranded DNA binding proteins [117] . However, the reversion of the binding polarity when the nature of the chain is changed from DNA to RNA is quite astonishing. A similar behavior has been observed when considering the inversion of the binding orientation of reverse transcriptase on DNA-DNA duplexes versus RNA-DNA hybrids [118] . Note that NC differential binding to DNA and RNA relies on the analysis of complexes that differ in many aspects: the full-length protein was used with RNA, whereas it was a truncated form with DNA; furthermore, the nucleic acid sequences strongly diverge between the studies. Therefore, it is necessary to perform new experiments specifically designed to confirm or deny the differential binding of NC to DNA and RNA.
It is likely that oligonucleotides forming the TAR/cTAR hairpins partially mimic the base pairing interaction between the r sequence of (À) ssDNA with the R sequence of the genomic RNA. Consistent with this hypothesis, our recent results suggest that the preferential binding of NC to four sites triggers unfolding of the three-dimensional structure of (À) ssDNA, thus facilitating the r-R interaction [37] . In addition, we showed that the cTAR element in ssDNA does not exhibit a secondary structure identical to that in oligonucleotides. More precisely, the cTAR sequence in (À) ssDNA does not form the closed conformation in the absence of NC and its "Y" conformation is more open in the presence of NC. Interestingly, our recent study suggests that the NC-mediated annealing process does not depend on a single pathway (zipper intermediate or loop-loop complex) [37] . Additional in vitro studies with the full-length (À) ssDNA and the U3R region of the RNA genome are necessary to elucidate the NCmediated annealing process in the natural context.
Internal strand transfer events
Two copies of the single-stranded retroviral RNA are copackaged as a dimer into the same virion [1] . When the two co-packaged RNAs are non-identical, a recombinant can be generated [54] . Recombination results from reverse transcriptase switching between the two co-packaged RNAs during DNA synthesis [54] . There are approximately 5e14 recombination events per genome per reverse transcription cycle in vivo [119] . Most recombination events within internal regions of the dimeric genome of retroviruses result from DNA strand transfer events [54] . These internal strand transfer events occur during minus-strand DNA synthesis (Fig. 2, step  C) . In vitro reverse transcription assays using RT, a donor RNA template and an acceptor RNA template, have been developed to investigate the molecular mechanisms responsible for internal strand transfer reactions (see Ref. [54] and references therein). Similar mechanisms underlie the first strand transfer and the internal strand transfer events, i.e. the transfer reaction relies on an intermolecular DNA-acceptor RNA interaction that requires RNase H degradation of the donor RNA template.
The DeStefano group determined the roles of NC and RNA structures in the internal strand transfer process [72, 114, 120] . In the absence of NC, transfer efficiency is significantly greater with weakly structured RNA templates than with highly structured RNA templates. NC slightly increases transfer in weakly structured RNA templates, whereas it strongly increases this reaction in highly structured RNA templates. The duplex destabilizing activity of the N-terminal zinc finger of NC plays an important role in internal strand transfer that occurs in a highly structured template. In vitro studies support the notion that the acceptor RNA structure plays an essential role in the internal transfer process [121e123] . An early study suggested that binding of NC to the acceptor RNA is mainly responsible for the enhancement of internal strand transfer events [121] . However, this hypothesis has not been confirmed by other studies. The Negroni group showed that a hairpin on the donor RNA is dispensable, whereas it is required on the acceptor RNA [122] . Depending on RNA templates, the crossover points of transfer are within or outside the hairpin [122, 124, 125] . During reverse transcription of the donor RNA template, RT pauses at the level of hairpins that induce internal strand transfer [120, 122, 124] . Efficient strand transfer can be triggered by RT pausing, but this is not an obligatory step in the strand transfer process (see Ref. [54] and references therein). Furthermore, NC-mediated enhancement of internal strand transfer does not result from an increase of RT pausing; indeed, NC increases the ability of RT to synthesize DNA through pause sites [54] and it does not modify the RT pausing pattern [121] . Depending on RNA templates, NC may [121, 123] or may not change [124, 125] the distribution of the crossover points of transfer. NC can increase internal strand transfer by promoting a donor-acceptor interaction through a loop-loop interaction or a G-quartet structure [125, 126] , i.e. it creates a proximity effect between the two RNA templates. Nevertheless, the main role of NC is to increase the efficiency of acceptor invasion by promoting annealing of minus-strand DNA to the acceptor RNA. The acceptor invasion model has been proposed by Negroni and Buc [121] and is consistent with the results of many studies (see Ref. [54] and references therein). In this model (Fig. 7) , RT-RNase H cleavage of the donor RNA provides the "invasion" site, i.e. a region of singlestranded DNA that interacts with the acceptor RNA. The "invasion" step (also termed "docking") corresponds to the first base pairing interaction between DNA and the acceptor RNA that occurs upstream of the crossover points of transfer. This initial interaction propagates by branch migration, displacing the cleaved fragments of the donor template. Then, an intermolecular template exchange occurs, resulting in the capture of the DNA terminus by the acceptor template (Fig. 7 , step E). The last step corresponds to DNA synthesis from the acceptor template. Thanks to its chaperone activity, NC can accelerate the invasion, branch migration and exchange steps described above; it is therefore not surprising that this viral protein increases the internal strand transfer.
Second strand transfer
The second strand transfer depends on base pairing of the complementary PBS sequences at the 3 0 -ends of minus-strand DNA and plus-strand strong-stop DNA (Fig. 2, step G) . In vitro reconstituted systems have been developed to investigate the molecular mechanisms involved in the second strand transfer [127e130] . Using these systems, it was shown that HIV-1 NC increases the rate of the second strand transfer by two-to threefold [129, 130] . The transfer reaction requires that the tRNA primer is removed from the 5 0 -end of minus-strand DNA (Fig. 2, step F) . Removal of the primer involves the RNase H activity of RT and is probably facilitated by the NC's duplex destabilization activity [127e129,131] .
The main role of NC is to facilitate base pairing of the complementary PBS sequences. An NMR study showed that the 18-nucleotide PBS sequence at the 3 0 -end of minus-strand DNA, termed (À) PBS, folds into a stable stem-loop, containing a five-residue loop and a bulged thymine in a guanosine-cytosine-rich stem [112] . This study also suggests that NC facilitates the base pairing interaction between (À) PBS and (þ) PBS by destabilizing the stem-loop of (À) PBS. Another NMR study performed with truncated forms of NC and (À) PBS showed that NC binding to (À) PBS opens its apical loop; this may favor the formation of a "kissing complex" with (þ) PBS. Finally, NC destabilizes the base pair adjacent to the apical loop by direct contacts involving several hydrophobic amino acids of its N-terminal zinc finger [111] . Fluorescence and UVevisible absorption spectroscopy studies suggest that the (À) and (þ) PBS sequences fold into a stable stem-loop that binds three NC molecules [132] . Furthermore, fluorescent studies showed that a truncated form of NC weakly destabilizes the PBS hairpins and increases the (À)/(þ) PBS annealing kinetics by 6-fold, mainly by promoting the base pairing interaction between the apical loops [133] .
Strand transfer inhibitors
Antiretroviral therapy, comprising at least two reverse transcriptase inhibitors (RTIs) plus another inhibitor, is the recognized standard of care. RTIs, which prevent the conversion of the retroviral RNA genome into double-stranded DNA, target the DNA polymerase activity of RT. The response to antiretroviral therapy can be limited by the emergence of resistance to RTIs. As expected, drugs targeting the RNase H activity of RT are also inhibitors of the strand transfer reactions [134] . To date, although there are several types of RTRNase H inhibitors, these are not enough selective to treat HIV-1 infected individuals [135] . It would therefore be interesting to possess a new class of drugs that would specifically inhibit the strand transfer reactions, without targeting both activities of RT. Moreover, strand transfer inhibitors could prevent the recombination events that are responsible for genetic diversity which generates multidrug-resistant retroviruses and complicates vaccine development.
Given the important roles of NC in its mature form and as a domain of the Gag precursor polyprotein in strand transfer and in genomic RNA packaging, respectively, it is considered as a potential antiviral target. NC is inhibited by compounds that promote zinc ejection from the fingers and display antiviral activity [136, 137] . These compounds disrupt NC zinc coordination by zinc chelation or covalent modifications of the target [137] . Most of zinc ejectors are toxic due to nonspecific interactions with other cellular targets. Because stable thioesters such as S-acyl-2-mercaptobenzamide thioesters (SAMTs) exhibit preferential selectivity for NC, over that of cellular zinc fingers, the development of new zinc ejectors is pursued. More precisely, it has been shown that the C-terminal zinc finger is a preferential target of SAMTs relative to the Nterminal zinc finger [138e140] . Others classes of NC inhibitors have been identified from high-throughput screening [139, 141] . These inhibitors that display moderate anti-HIV-1 activity in ex vivo cell assays are small molecules that bind to the NC without inducing zinc ejection and covalent modifications of the protein. Visible absorption spectroscopy and NMR studies performed with this type of inhibitor showed that two inhibitor molecules bind specifically and reversibly to the two zinc fingers of NC through stacking interactions involving Phe16 and Trp37 [142] .
Inhibition of the NC-mediated strand transfer reactions by compounds targeting nucleic acids represents an alternative strategy. Early studies showed that actinomycin D, an antibiotic and anti-cancer drug which binds to single-and doublestranded DNA, inhibits the first strand transfer by interacting with the (À) ssDNA [91, 143] . However, actinomycin D is not a potent anti-HIV-1 agent in ex vivo cell assays [144] . More recently, 2,6-disubstituted-anthraquinones targeting the TAR RNA and cTAR DNA hairpins have been developed [145, 146] . These compounds are threading intercalators bearing a polyaromatic nucleus di-substituted at opposite positions with cationic side-chains that stabilize the interaction with the phosphodiester backbone. By stabilizing the secondary structures of TAR and cTAR, the anthraquinone derivatives inhibit the NC-mediated TAR-cTAR annealing process. In addition, anthraquinone derivatives with long cationic side-chains compete with NC for the same binding sites on TAR [146] . The antiviral activity of anthraquinone derivatives in ex vivo cell assays has not been reported. Compounds recognizing a NC-nucleic acid complex involved in a strand transfer reaction have not been developed to date.
Conclusion
Because it is difficult to determine by ex vivo cell assays the molecular mechanisms of strand transfer events that occur during reverse transcription of retroviral genomic RNA, in vitro systems have been developed. The in vitro systems partially mimic the in vivo context of the reverse transcription process. However, they showed that: 1) the strand transfer reactions require base pairing of complementary DNA/RNA sequences that form secondary structures such as hairpins; 2) NC promotes the base pairing interaction between two hairpins, thanks to its nucleic acid chaperone activity. NC differential binding to DNA and RNA is an attractive hypothesis proposed by our group [100] that needs to be confirmed by additional experiments. Furthermore, most of the annealing reactions have been investigated with short hairpins that partially mimic the nucleic acids involved in the strand transfer events. Therefore, additional in vitro studies with longer DNA and RNA molecules will be necessary to elucidate the NC-mediated annealing process in the natural context. Because a nucleic acid-NC complex is better structured than either molecule alone, it would be interesting to design inhibitors targeting the interface formed by the two macromolecules. Advancements in understanding of mechanisms and structures responsible for strand transfer should contribute to the design of new anti-HIV-1 agents.
